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Fancy Food 2018 Stats

14k+
90k+
exhibitors

specialty products

Everything Nice

Specialty Industry Skyrocketing

12.9%
$140.3bn
sales growth since 2017

specialty food industry

Supernatural is a breakthrough in the baking aisle.
Plant-based food colors, rainbow “starfetti” and
edible sequins bring plenty of fun with none of
the nasty. Supernatural is a welcome respite
from the synthetic dyes, preservatives and
chemicals that have long plagued the
baking aisle. Now you really can have
your cake and eat it too.

Chill Brew

Fed up with high price tags
and unhealthy additives, the
duo behind Cadence Cold Brew
set out to bring clean, affordable cold
brew to the market. Their extra-smooth
brews eschew acidity and have a velvety
nitro-infused finish. Cadence’s latest and
greatest offering blends premium coffee with
CBD, striking the perfect balance between energy,
clarity and focus.

Super Snacks
Fresh out of San Francisco incubator La Cocina, Crisps & Crackles is
making it easy to reap the health benefits of three nutritional powerhouses:
moringa, bitter melon and mung beans. Despite recent hype in the wellness circuits,
these superfoods have been relatively enigmatic to mainstream consumers. Luckily,
Crisps & Crackles bakes the benefits into deliciously snackable crisps with flavors like
Sea Salt & Vinegar, Jalapeño and Molasses BBQ.
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Great Grains

Brooklyn-based Sfoglini sources only organic American grains for their exceptional
pastas. For their specialty New York State Grains collection, Sfoglini works with
local farmers and mills to celebrate heritage crops like emmer and einkorn.
Seasonal and Signature offerings bring unexpected ingredients into the mix.
Try the Hemp Rigatoni, subtly earthy with a toothsome bite and hearthealthy benefits to boot. These are carbs we can believe in.

Hoot & Holler

Combining a love of tea and penchant for cocktails,
the ladies behind Owl’s Brew blend premium teas
with fruits and spices into perfect cocktail
mixers. Owl’s Brew offers a healthier, lighter
alternative to traditional mixers by using
premium ingredients in lieu of artificial
flavors or sweeteners. We loved the
Grapefruit Collins, brewed with
lemon verbena and spicy
black pepper, and the
chai-inspired Mulling
Spices for when you
need a little whiskey
in your teacup.
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Dalat to Love

Thanks to Copper Cow,
pour-over is now portable. Innovative
individual filters deliver a perfectly
brewed cup of Vietnamese coffee anytime, anywhere. Copper Cow is womanowned, made in California and sources its beans
from organic farms in Dalat, Vietnam. For the true
Vietnamese experience, a single-serve pack of
organic sweetened condensed milk can be added for
velvety sweetness. What’s not to love?

Global Entry

One look at Makabi & Son’s gorgeous, globetrotting
packaging will have you dreaming of your next getaway. Their
artisanal sandwich cookies feature flavor pairings inspired by cities
across the globe from Oxford (Earl Grey and Bergamot) to Uji (Matcha
and Black Sesame). Curated flavor profiles and stunning illustrations
call forth the vibrancy and the independent spirit of each locale.
It’s a true adventure, from pack to bite.
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What A Catch

Simply West Coast is taking sustainable seafood into unchartered waters. Their hearty
salmon “bacon” packs a satisfying bite and just the right amount of smoke. Pescatarians
will rejoice for their salmon sausages, with four standout flavors to please any
palette. All of Simply West Coast’s offerings are responsibly sourced and
Ocean Wise® certified. We’re hooked.

a

Boozy Booch

As the boundaries between wellness and indugence
continue to dissolve, health-bent tipplers can
rejoice in Dr. Hops Kombucha Beer. This living,
all-natural alcoholic beverage is brewed
with probiotics and real hops. The good
gut benefits of Kombucha and the
robust taste of craft beer. A little
bit of healthy, a little bit of fun.
It’s the California dream
in a bottle.
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And that’s just a
nibble of the action!

Get in touch for more of our take on top
trends and how these insights can transform
your brand.

Join The Conversation:
Wendy Church

Director, Client Services
wendy@wallacechurch.com

wallacechurch.com

Celsae Vandenberg

Strategy, Innovation Director
celsae@wallacechurch.com
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330 east 48th street, ny, ny 10017

212-755-2903
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